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Abstract
We study tilting complexes of comodules. On the other hand we analyze strong derived equivalences of comodules induced by
coperfect tilting complexes.
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Let C  be a coalgebra over a field k. By MC (resp. CM)
we denote the category of right (resp. left) C-comodules.
The category MC is isomorphic to the category of ratio-
nal left C*-modules, Rat(C* −  Mod). In fact we have a
left exact functor Rat  : C* −  Mod  →  C* −  Mod  which is
a preradical.
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[1]). In fact, MC is a locally noetherian Grothendieck
category.
A comodule X  ∈ MC is said to be:
- a cogenerator  if C  ↪→  W  ⊗  X  for some vector space W.
- ﬁnitely  cogenerated  if X  ↪→  V  ⊗  C  for some finite
dimensional vector space V.
- free  if there is a vector space W  such that X∼=W ⊗  C.
For X  in MC, ρX is the comodule structure map.
For X,  Y ∈  MC, ComC(X, Y) is the space of right C-
comodule maps from X to Y. If D is another coalgebra,
then X  is a (D, C)-bicomodule if X  ∈  MC via ρX,
X ∈ DM via Xρ  and (1 ⊗  ρX)Xρ  = (Xρ  ⊗  1)ρX.
Let C  and D  be two k-coalgebras and M  a
Dehalf of Taibah University. This is an open access article under the
(C −  D)-bicomodule. We denote by Cogen(M ) the full
subcategory of right D-comodules cogenerated by M,
i.e., Cogen(MD) =  {X  ∈  MD | X  ⊂  MI,  for some set
I} (analogously for Cogen(CM)).
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Let M  be a right C-comodule and N  a left C-comodule
ith structure maps ρM and ρN respectively. The coten-
or product  M   CN  is the kernel of the map
M ⊗  1 −  1 ⊗ ρN : M  ⊗  N  →  M  ⊗  C  ⊗  N.
The functors M C −  and −   CN  are left exact and
reserve direct sums. If CMD and DNE are bicomod-
les, then M   CN  is a (C, E)-bicomodule with comodule
tructures induced by those of M  and N.
A comodule XC is quasi-finite if ComC(Y, X) is finite
imensional for all finite dimensional comodule YC. Let
XD be a bicomodule. Recall from [2] that XD is quasi-
nite if and only if the functor −CX  : MC →  MD
as a left adjoint functor, denoted by hD(X, −). That is,
or comodules YD and WC,
omC(hD(X,  Y ),  W)   ComD(Y,  WCX).  (1)
here
D(X,  Y ) =  lim−→
μ
ComD(Yμ,  X)∗   lim−→
μ
(XDY∗μ)∗
s a right C-comodule, {Yμ}  is a directed family of the
nite dimensional subcomodules of YD. Let θ  denote
he canonical D-colinear map Y  →  hD(X, Y)  CX  which
orresponds to the identity map hD(X, Y) →  hD(X, Y) in
1). Similarly, there is a left version of basic lemma for
uasi-finite comodule CX.
Assume that XD is a quasi-finite comodule. Then
D(X) = hD(X, X) is a coalgebra, called the co-
ndomorphism coalgebra of X. The comultiplication of
D(X) corresponds to (1 ⊗  θ)θ  : X  →  eD(X) ⊗  eD(X) ⊗  X
n (1) when C  = k, and the counit of eD(X) corresponds
o the identity map 1X. X  is a left eD(X) −  D-bicomodule
ith the left comodule structure map θ, the canonical
ap X  →  hD(X, X) ⊗  X.
The following result, due to Takeuchi, characterizes
he equivalences between two categories of comodules,
2, Prop. 2.5, Th. 3.5]:
heorem  1.1.  Let  C, D  be  coalgebras.
(a) If  F  : MC →  MD is  a  left  exact  linear  functor  that
preserves  direct  sums,  then  there  exists  a  (C, D)-
bicomodule  M  such  that  F(−) ∼=−  CM.
b) Let  M  be  a  (C, D)-bicomodule.  The  following  asser-
tions are  equivalent:
(i) The  functor  −CM  : MC →  MD is  an  equiv-alence.
(ii) M  is  a quasi-ﬁnite  injective  cogenerator  as  a
right D-comodule  and  eD(M) ∼=C as  coalge-
bras.rsity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307 299
When  the  conditions  hold,  the  inverse  equivalence  is
given by  −DN  : MD →  MC,  where  N  denotes  the
(D, C)-bicomodule  hD(M, D) . In  this  case  C  and  D are
called Morita–Takeuchi  equivalent  coalgebras.
There is another Morita theory for coalgebras, due
to Lin, which relates the equivalences between the cat-
egories of comodules and the equivalences between the
categories of modules of the dual algebras. A right
C-comodule M  is said to be an ingenerator  if it is a
finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator. We say that
C is strongly  equivalent  to D  if MC is equivalent to
MD via f  : MC →  MD, g  : MD →  MC, f(C) is an
ingenerator in MD and g(D) is an ingenerator in MC. If
both coalgebras have finite dimensional coradical, then
strongly equivalent is the same as equivalent, see [3, p.
322]. Here is the theorem characterizing strong equiva-
lences, [3, Th. 5]:
Theorem  1.2.  Let  C  and  D  be  coalgebras.
(a) If  MC is  strongly  equivalent  to  MD via  f : MC →
MD and  g  : MD →  MC, then  there  are  ingener-
ators P  ∈  MC and  Q  ∈ MD such  that  C∗M is
equivalent to  D∗M via
F (−) =  D∗ P∗C∗ ⊗  C∗ −  : C∗M →  D∗M,
G(−) =  C∗ Q∗D∗ ⊗  D∗ −  : D∗M →  C∗M.
Moreover, f and  g are  naturally  isomorphic  to  F  and
G respectively.
(b) If  C∗M is  equivalent  to  D∗M via  functors  F  :
C∗M →  D∗M,  G : D∗M →  C∗M such  that
F (MC) ⊆  MD and  G(MD) ⊆  MC, then  MC is
strongly equivalent  to  MD.
In this paper we will work with derived and homotopy
categories of complexes of comodules. Our references
for these topics will be [4–9].
In this paper we will use triangulated categories, trian-
gulated functors and related concepts. We use Neeman’s
book [10] for definitions and terminology about these
topics. In particular, we recall that an object C  in a trian-
gulated category T is said to be compact  if HomT(C,  −)
commute with arbitrary coproducts. Also, a triangulated
category with arbitrary coproducts T is compactly  gen-
erated if there exists a set of compact object C with the
following property: if HomT(C,  X) =  0 for each C  ∈  C,
then X = 0.
Let C be an abelian category and C(C) the category of
complexes of C.
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A complex
· ·  · →  C−1δ
−1
→C0 δ
0
→C1 δ
1
→·  · ·
will be denoted C•. We will use subscripts to distinguish
complexes. So if {C•i }i∈I is a family of complexes, C•i
will be
· ·  · → C−1i
δ−1→C0i δ
0
→C1i δ
1
→·  · ·.
If necessary, we denote the boundary operators of C• by
δnC.
For complexes C• and D•, Hom(C•, D•) is the abelian
group of morphisms from C  to D  in C(C) and Exti(C•,
D•) for i ≥  0 will denote the groups we get from the right
derived functor of Hom.
Given M  an object, we will denote by M  the complex
· ·  ·0 →  0 →  M id→M  →  0 →  0·  · ·,
with the M’s in the −1 and 0th position. Also we mean by
M the complex with M  in the 0th place and 0 in the other
places. Given a complex C• and an integer m, C•[m]
denotes the complex such that C[m]n = Cm+n and whose
boundary operators are (−  1)mδm+n .
If C• is a complex we let Z•(C) and B•(C) be the
subcomplex of cycles and boundaries of C• and we let
H•(C) = Z•(C)/B•(C) .
A morphism f : C• →  D• of complexes is said to be
a quasi-isomorphism if H(f) : H•(C) →  H•(D) is an iso-
morphism.
If f : C• →  D• is a map of complexes, we can form
M•(f), the mapping cone of f. M•(f) is a complex such
that M(f)n = Dn ⊕  Cn+1 and with boundary such that (x,
y) ∈  Dn ⊕  Cn+1 is mapped to (δnx + f(x), −  δn+1y) . It is
easy to check that this is a complex and that there is an
exact sequence
0 →  D• →  M•(f  ) →  C•[1] →  0
of complexes.
If 0 →  C′• →  C• →  C′′• →  0 is any short exact
sequence of complexes which splits at the object level
(i.e. 0 →  (C′)n →  Cn →  (C′′)n →  0 is a split exact
sequence of objects for every n) then C• ∼=M•(f) for a
morphism f  : C′′•[−1] →  C′•.
We easily see that Hom(M,  C•) ∼= Hom(M,  C0) in
the obvious fashion. From this it follows that if M  is
a projective object then M  is a projective complex. A
similar argument gives that M  is an injective complex.
From this it follows that CC has enough injectives and
projectives when C has them.ersity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307
If C• and D• are complexes we let Hom•(C•, D•) be
the complex of abelian groups with
Hom•(C•,  D•)n =
∏
t∈Z
Hom(Ct,  Dn+t)
and such that if f  ∈  Hom•(C•,  D•)n then
(δnf )m =  δm+nD ◦  fm −  (−1)nfm+1 ◦ δmC .
By K(C) we denote the homotopy category asso-
ciated to C. We follow the standard notation Kb(C),
K+(C), K−(C) for bounded, bounded below and bounded
above complexes, respectively. If T ⊂  C is a full sub-
category then we denote by K∗(T) the full triangulated
subcategory of K∗(C) (* = b, + , −) of complexes with
components in T. We also denote by C+,b(T) the full
subcategory of C+(T) of complexes with a finite number
of non-zero group cohomologies.
The derived category of C, denoted D(C), is the
localization of K(C) by the set of quasi-isomorphisms.
Similarly we define D∗(C) (* = b, + , −) as the local-
ization of K∗(C) (* = b, + , −) respectively. We let Q∗ :
K∗(C) →  D∗(C) be the respective localization maps.
Suppose C is a Grothendieck category, so it has
enough injectives. It is well know that given a complex
X ∈  C(C) there exists an exact sequence of complexes:
0 →  X  →  I  →  E  →  0
where E  is an acyclic complex and I  is a DG-injective
complex respectively (see [4,8,9]). This implies that
X = I  in D(C). We call iX  = I  an injective resolution of
X. Note that if X  ∈ C+(C), then there is an injective
resolution I ∈ C+(C) with X  = I  in D+(C). Then D(C) ∼=
K(DG  −  I) as triangulated categories where DG  −  I is
the full subcategory of DG-injective complexes. In par-
ticular, since any bounded below complex of injectives
is DG-injective, it follows that D+(C) ∼= K+(I) where I
is the full subcategory of complexes with injective com-
ponents. As a consequence, we also get the triangulate
equivalence Db(C) ∼= Kb(I).
Dually, if C is a Grothendieck category with enough
projectives, there exists an exact sequences of com-
plexes:
0 →  E′ →  P  →  X  →  0
where E′ is an acyclic complex and P is a DG-projective
complexes (see [4,8,9]). Thus X = P  in D(C). We call
pX = P a projective resolution of X. If X  ∈  C−(C), then
there is a projective resolution P  ∈  C−(C) with X  = P
−in D (C). Dually to the DG-injective case, D(C) ∼=
K(DG  −  P) as triangulated categories where DG  −  P is
the full subcategory of DG-projective complexes. In par-
ticular, since any bounded above complex of projectives
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s DG-projective, it follows that D−(C) ∼= K−(P) where
 is the full subcategory of complexes with projective
omponents. Also Db(C) ∼= Kb(P).
Let C and D  two Grothendieck categories. Suppose
hat C has enough projectives. Let F  and G  two functors
ith F  : C(C) →  C(D), G  : C(D) →  C(C). Suppose F
s right exact and G is left exact. Their left and right
erived functors will be denoted by LF  and RG  respec-
ively, where LF  : D(C) →  D(D) and RG  : D(D) →
(C) are defined in the derived categories. Recall that
F(X) = F(pX) and dually, RG(Y) = G(iY). If (F, G) is
n adjoint situation then F  preserves arbitrary colimits
nd G  preserves arbitrary limits. The pair (LF, RG) is a
djoint pair of functors between triangulated categories.
.  Injective  cotorsion  pairs  of  complexes  of
omodules  and  cotensor  products  of  complexes
eﬁnition  2.1.  We say that a complex of right C-
omodules F• is degreewise coflat if Fn is coflat (i.e.
njective) in MC for all n  ∈  Z.
emma  2.1.  Any  acyclic  complex  of  left  C-comodules
E•, δ•),  where  C  is  a  coalgebra  over  a  ﬁeld  k,  is  a
irect union  (ﬁltered  colimit)  of  bounded  above  acyclic
omplexes of  left  C-comodules  with  ﬁnite  dimensional
omponents.
roof. Pick any x  ∈  E0. The subcomodule generated by
, denoted 〈x〉, is finite dimensional, hence Ker(δ0|〈x〉)
s finite dimensional too. Let {y1, .  . ., yt} be a k-basis
f Ker(δ0|〈x〉). Since E• is acyclic, there is {z1, . .  .,
t}  ⊆  E−1 such that δ−1(zi) = yi. Then the subcomodule
enerated by {z1, . .  ., zt}  is finite dimensional and the
equence
z1,  . .  ., zt〉δ
−1
→〈x〉 δ
0
→〈δ0(x)〉  →  0
s exact. Now we take a k-basis of Ker(δ−1|〈z1,...,zt〉),
ay {v1,  . . .,  vr}, and elements wi ∈ E−2 such that
−2(wi) =  vi, we get again an exact sequence
w1, .  .  ., wr〉δ
−2
→〈z1,  .  . ., zt〉δ
−1
→〈x〉 δ
0
→〈δ0(x)〉  →  0.
Continuing in this way we get an acyclic subcomplex
• such that x  ∈  D0. Now it is easy to get the set of acyclic
ubcomplexes with the desired properties.
roposition 2.2.  Let  C be  the  class  of  complexes  of
⊥omodules with  coﬂat  components.  Then  the  pair  ( C,  C)
s a complete  cotorsion  pair  cogenerated  by  a  set.  Also,
he class ⊥C is  given  by  the  direct  summand  of  transﬁnite
xtensions of  bounded  acyclic  complexes.rsity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307 301
Proof.  The first assertion follows by [11, Proposition
4.4]. For the second one, let V be the class of bounded
acyclic complexes and W the set of acyclic bounded
complexes of the form
·  · ·0 →  M id→MM  →  0·  · ·,
where M = C  */I  with I  a closed and cofinite right
ideal of C* (note that these C  */I  generate MC). By
[11, Proposition 4.4], ⊥(W⊥) = ⊥C. But W ⊆  V, then
⊥(W⊥) ⊆ ⊥(V⊥) ⊆ ⊥C, where the last inclusion follows
since any acyclic bounded below complex is in ⊥C (exer-
cise). Therefore ⊥C = ⊥(V⊥) and the last set is given by
the direct summand of transfinite extensions of bounded
acyclic complexes.
By the above proposition, any complex X• is in an
exact sequence of complexes,
0 →  X• →  jX• →  L• →  0
where jX• ∈ C and L• ∈ ⊥C. In particular X• ∼= jX• in
the derived category.
Given a complex X• ∈  D(MC) we define the derived
functor X•RC−  as X•RCY• =  X••CiY•, where Y• ∈
D(CM).
Here (X••CZ•)n =  ⊕p+q=nXpCZq with differen-
tial d(x  ⊗  z) = dX(x) ⊗  z  + (−  1)|x|x  ⊗  dZ(z), for homoge-
neous x ∈ Xp, z  ∈  Zq. We call this derived functor the
derived cotensor  product.
Now, we define another derived functor X•RC−  such
that (X••CZ•)n =
∏
p+q=n
XpCZq and with the same
differential as above. We call this derived functor the
complete derived  cotensor  product. We have
X••CZ• =  Tot⊕(XpCYq),
X••CZ
• =  Tot
∏
(XpCYq).
If Xp is quasi-finite for all p  ∈ Z we can define the
cohom functor at the level of complexes h•C(X•, −) in
the following way:
hnC(X•, Y•) =  ⊕j−i=nhC(Xi,  Yj)
in such a way that h•C(X•,  Y•)∗ ∼= Hom•C(Y•,  X•). (We
will follow the following sign convection: for a complex
• • ∗X of right C-comodules, (X ) will be the complex of
left C-comodules such that ((Xn)∗ =  X−n).
The proofs of the following lemmas are straightfor-
ward.
h Univ302 J.R. García Rozas / Journal of Taiba
Lemma  2.3.  X••C−  has  a  left  adjoint  at  the  level  of
complexes if and  only  if  Xn is  quasi-ﬁnite  for  all  n  ∈  Z.
In this  case  the  left  adjoint  is  h•C(X•,  −).
Lemma  2.4.  If  F• is  a  complex  of  right  (resp.  left)
C-comodules  and  E• is  a  complex  of  right  (resp.  left)
C-comodules with  ﬁnite  dimensional  components,  then
Hom•C(E•,  F•) ∼= F••C(E•)∗ (resp.  Hom•C(F•, E•) ∼=
(E•)∗•CF•).
Proposition  2.5.  Let  C  be  a  rigth  semiperfect  coalge-
bra over  a  commutative  ring  R.  Then  the  triangulated
category  D(MC) is  compactly  generated.
Proof.  The set {Pi}i∈I of isomorphism classes of R-
finitely generated projective right C-comodules is a set
of projective generators of MC. Then it is easy to see
that {Pi[k] : i  ∈  I,  k  ∈  Z} is a set of compact generators
for D(MC).
Another situation in which we know that D(MC) is
compactly generated is when MC has finite homological
dimension. We mean for MC to have finite homological
dimension if any right C-comodule has finite injective
dimension.
Proposition 2.6.  Let  C  be  a  coalgebra  over  a  ﬁeld  k.
If MC has  ﬁnite  homological  dimension,  then  the  trian-
gulated category  D(MC) is  compactly  generated  by  the
simple right  C-comodules.
Proof.  Follows by [12, Lemma A.10]. We give the
proof for reader’s convenience.
First note that if MC has finite homological dimen-
sion, a complex is DG-injective if and only if it has
injective components. Hence, since MC is locally
noetherian, any direct coproduct of DG-injective in DG-
injective. Now, in order to prove that any simple right
C-comodule is compact, it is enough to check that any
morphism from S  to a coproduct of a family of complexes
with injective components factors through a finite sub-
coproduct. This is clear. Let T be the closure in D(MC) of
the simple comodules under suspensions, desuspensions,
extensions and arbitrary coproducts. Since T is com-
pactly generated subcategory of D(MC), to conclude
that T coincide with D(MC), it suffices to check that
the right orthogonal of T in D(MC) vanished. Clearly T
contains all finite dimensional comodules. These form a
generating family for MC. Now it is easy to check that
a complex I  of injectives is right orthogonal to T in the
category of complexes modulo homotopy iff I  is acyclic.
Thus the right orthogonal subcategory of T in D(MC)
vanishes and T equal to D(MC).ersity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307
Lemma  2.7.  Let  X• be  a  complex  in  D(MC). If  X•
is  quasi-isomorphic  to  a  bounded  complex  of  injective
and quasi-ﬁnite  components,  then  X•RC−  and  X•RC−
preserves direct  product.
Proof.  By hypothesis, X• ∼=E•, where E• is bounded,
jE• = iE• = E• and En are quasi-finite injective
comodules. Then X•RC
∏
i
Z•i ∼= E••C
∏
i
Z•i .
But (E••C
∏
i
Z•i )
n =  ⊕p+q=nEpC
∏
i
Z
q
i
∼=
⊕p+q=n
∏
i
EpCZqi for all n  ∈  Z (since Eq are
quasi-finite). But now, since the direct sum ⊕p+q=n
is finite it follows that ⊕p+q=n
∏
i
EpCZqi ∼=
∏
i
⊕p+q=nEpCZqi .  Hence the conclusion is clear.
The proof for X•RC−  is similar.
Lemma  2.8.  Let  X• be  a  complex  in  Db(MC) with
coﬂat  components.  If  X•RC−  : Db(CM) →  Db(k −
Mod) has  a left  adjoint,  then  Xn is  quasi-ﬁnite  for  all
n ∈  Z.
Proof. The functor XnC−  : CM →  k −  Mod  is the
composition of the following functors:
CMF0→C(CM)X
•
C→ C(k  −  Mod)(−)
n
→  k  −  Mod
where F0(L) =  L[0]. The functor F0 has the left
adjoint G0 : C(CM) → CM, G0(Y•) =  Y0/Im(δ−1Y ).
By the hypothesis, X••C−  =  X•RC−  has a left
adjoint. Also the functor (−)n has the left adjoint
Hn : k −  Mod  →  C(k  −  Mod), Hn(L) =  L[n].  Since
these functors have left adjoints, it follows that Xn C −
have also a left adjoint. By [2, Proposition 1.10], Xn is
quasi-finite.
Lemma 2.9.  If  D(MC) is  compactly  generated  (in  par-
ticular if  C  is  right  semiperfect)  and  X•RC−  preserves
products (resp.  X•RC−),  then  X•RC−  (resp.  X•RC−)
has a  left  adjoint.
Proof. Follows by [13, Proposition 3.3].Deﬁnition  2.2.  Let F• be a complex of right C-
comodules.
h Unive
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(a) We say that F• is complete DG-coflat if Fn is coflat in
MC for all n  ∈  Z and F••CE• is an acyclic complex
for every acyclic complex of left C-comodules E•.
b) We say that F• is DG-coflat if Fn is coflat in MC
for all n  ∈  Z and F••CE• is an acyclic complex for
every acyclic complex of left C-comodules E•.
roposition 2.10.  Let  C  be  a coalgebra  over  a  ﬁeld  k.
(i) If  a  complex  F• of  right  C-comodules  is  complete
DG-coﬂat,  then  it  is  DG-injective.
ii) If  a complex  F• of  right  C-comodules  is  DG-
injective,  then  it  is  DG-coﬂat.
roof.
(i) Suppose F• is complete DG-coflat. Let E• be an
acyclic complex of right C-comodules and E• =⋃
α<βE
•
α be given in Lemma 2.1. Then
Hom•C(E•, F•) = Hom•C(
⋃
α<β
E•α, F
•)
=  lim← Hom
•
C(E•α,  F•)
= lim← F
••C(E•α)∗
By hypothesis, F••C(E•α)∗ are acyclic complexes.
We only have to see that this inverse limit preserves
exactness. Since E• = ⋃α<βE•α is a filter union,
for any γ  < α  < β, we have the exact sequence of
complexes
0 →  E•γ →  E•α →  L•α →  0
where L•α is exact. Then the map
Hom•C(E•α,  F•) →  Hom•C(E•γ ,  F•)
is an epimorphism at the module level since the Fi’s
are injective, and so it is an epimorphism.
ii) Suppose F• is DG-injective. Let E• be an acyclic
complex of left C-comodules and E• = ⋃α<βE•α
be given in Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.4,
F••CE• =  F••C(
⋃
E•α)α<β
=
⋃
α<β
F••CE•α
=
⋃
α<β
Hom•C((E•α)∗,  F•)rsity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307 303
and this last complex is acyclic by hypothesis, so we
have the result.
Proposition  2.11.  Let  C be  a  coalgebra  over  a  ﬁeld  k.
A complex  F• of  right  C-comodules  is  degreewise  coﬂat
if and  only  if  F••CL• is  acyclic  for  every  L• ∈ ⊥C (or
for every  acyclic  bounded  complex  of  ﬁnite  dimensional
components).
If F• is  degreewise  coﬂat  and  bounded  above,  then  it
is DG-coﬂat  (that  is  F••CL• is  acyclic  for  every  acyclic
complex L•).
Proof.  Suppose F• is degreewise coflat. Let L• ∈
⊥C. We can suppose without lost generality that L•
is an acyclic bounded complex with finite dimen-
sional components. Then the double complex built with
Fi CLj is acyclic since has exact rows and there is
a finite number of columns (see [14, p. 9]). Hence
Tot⊕(Fi CLj) = F• CL• is acyclic.
Conversely, for any N• acyclic with finite dimensional
components and bounded, we have
Hom•C(N•,  F•) ∼= F••C(N•)∗.
If L• ∈ ⊥C, then L• = ⋃α<βL•α is a filter colimit of
bounded acyclic complexes with finite dimensional com-
ponents. Hence
Hom•C(
⋃
α<β
L•α, F
•) ∼= lim← αHom
•
C(L•α,  F•)
∼= lim← αF
••C(L•α)∗.
This last complex is acyclic by the same argument given
in the proof of Proposition 2.10. Then any map L• →  F•
is homotopic to zero and so F  ∈ (⊥C)⊥ =  C.
The second assertion follows analogously to the
above using again [14, p. 9].
We note that, by general theory, any bounded below
complex of coflat (=injective) comodules is DG-injective
and so DG-coflat.
Example  1.  The following example shows that the class
of DG-coflat complexes is bigger that the class of DG-
injective complexes. It is performed from [15, p. 68].
Let C  = (k[x]/(x2))* be the coalgebra dual to the algebra
of dual numbers, so that C-comodules are just k[x]/(x2)-
modules. We consider the acyclic complex
E• ≡  ·  · ·  →  C · x→C · x→C · x→xC  →  0·  ·  ·
where the last non-zero term is in the 0th-place. For n  ≥  2
let
C•(n) ≡  ·  · · →  0 →  C · x→C · x→C  →  0·  ·  ·
where the last non-zero term is in the 0th-place.
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Let ψn : E• →  C•(n) be given by ψ−nn =  · x, ψkn =  0
∀k /=  n. Then ψn is homotopic to zero since E• is acyclic
and C•(n) is DG-injective. It is easy to see that any con-
traction {sin}  has sin an isomorphism for all i  ∈  Z. Let
ψ = ⊕ n≥2ψn : E• →  ⊕ n≥2C•(n). If ⊕n≥2C•(n) would be
DG-injective then ψ  would be homotopic to zero. But
then given a contraction {si} would have s−1(1) with
an infinite number of non-zero components which is
impossible.
However ⊕n≥2C•(n) is DG-coflat since is bounded
above with coflat components.
Proposition  2.12.  Let  X• be  a complex  of  quasi-ﬁnite
coﬂat right  C-comodules.  The  following  conditions  are
equivalents.
(i) X• is  DG-injective.
(ii) h•C(X•, E•) is  acyclic  for  every  E• acyclic.
Proof. Easy by the isomorphism h•C(X•, E•)∗ ∼=
Hom•C(E•,  X•).
Proposition  2.13.  Let  X• be  a  complex  of  D  −  C-
bicomodules  such  that  Xn are  quasi-ﬁnite  right
C-comodules  for  every  n  ∈  Z. If  X• is  a  complex  of
DG-injective  left  D-comodules  and  Z• is  a  complex  of
DG-injective left  C-comodules,  then  X••CZ• is  a  DG-
injective complex  of  left  D-comodules.
Proof. Let E• be an acyclic complex of left D-
comodules. Then
Hom•D(E•,  X••CZ•) ∼= Hom•C(h•D(X•,  E•),  Z•)
but the last complex is acyclic by Proposition 2.12.
Lemma 2.14.  Let  S be  the  class  of  bounded  below
acyclic complexes  of  ﬁnite  dimensional  components.  If
F• ∈  S⊥ then  Fn is  coﬂat.
Proof.  Let N  ⊆  M  be a subcomodule of a finite dimen-
sional comodule and let f : N  →  Fn be linear. We form
the obvious complex
F
• ≡  · ·  · →  Fn−1 →  Fn⊕NM
→ Fn+1 ⊕  M/N  →  Fn+2 →  · ·  ·,where Fn ⊕ NM  is the pushout induced by f  and the inclu-
sion N  →  M.
We have an exact sequence of complexes
0 →  F• →  F• →  E• →  0ersity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307
where E• is the contractible complex M/N[−n  −  1].
By hypothesis, this sequence splits (in the category
of complexes). But then the existence of a retraction
Fn ⊕ NM  →  Fn at the comodule level shows that N  →  Fn
can be extended to M  →  Fn.
Proposition  2.15.  Let  L be  the  class  of  DG-coﬂat
complexes.  Then  (⊥L,  L) is  a  complete  cotorsion  pair
cogenerated by  the  set  S of  bounded  below  acyclic  com-
plexes of  ﬁnite  dimensional  components.
Proof. If L• ∈  L then Hom•(S•, L•) =  F••C(S•)∗ is
acyclic for every S ∈  S. Hence Ext(S•, L•) = 0 for every
S ∈  S since Ln is coflat for all n  ∈ Z. Hence L ⊆  S⊥.
Conversely let V • ∈  S⊥. Then Ln is coflat by Lemma
2.14. On the other hand, let E• be acyclic. We can
suppose, without lost of generality, that E• is bounded
above and has finite dimensional components. Then
V •CE• ∼= Hom•((E•)∗, V •) is acyclic since (E•)∗ ∈
S. Hence V • ∈  L.
3.  Tilting  complexes  of  comodules
Deﬁnition  3.1.  Let T be a triangulated category with
endofunctor −[1] : T →  T. We say that T  ∈ T is a partial
tilting object if
(i) T  is compact, that is, HomT(T,  ⊕i∈IXi) ∼=
⊕i∈IHomT(T,  Xi) for every index set family {Xi}i∈I
in T.
(ii) T  is self-orthogonal, i.e., HomT(T,  T [i]) =  0 for all
i /=  0.
If, in addition,
(iii) T  generates T, i.e., HomT(T  [i],  X) =  0 ∀i  ∈  Z
implies X = 0,
then we say that T  is a tilting object.
Deﬁnition 3.2.  Let C be an abelian category.
(a) We say that an object T  of C is partial tilting if the
stalk complex · · ·0→  T  →  0 · ·  · is partial tilting in
D(C).
(b) Analogously to (a), T  is a tilting object if the stalk
complex ·  · ·0→  T  →  0 · ·  · is tilting in D(C).
•Lemma 3.1.  Let  T be  a  bounded  complex  of  ﬁnite
dimensional  right  C-comodules.  Suppose  T• is  partial
tilting in  D(MC).  Then  (T •)∗ is  a partial  tilting  complex
in D(CM).
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roof.  First we see that (T •)∗ is self-orthogonal. We
ave the following isomorphisms by Lemma 2.4;
omD(CM)((T •)∗,  (T •)∗[i])
∼= Hi(RHomC((T •)∗,  (T •)∗))
∼= Hi((T •)∗RC(T •)∗∗)
∼= Hi((T •)∗RCT •)
∼= Hi(RHomC(T •, T •)
∼= HomD(MC)(T •,  T •[i]) =  0.
Also, for a family {Li}i∈I of left C-comodules,
omD(CM)((T •)∗,  ⊕i∈ILi)
∼= H0(RHomC((T •)∗,  ⊕i∈ILi))
∼= H0(⊕i∈ILiRC(T •)∗∗)
∼= ⊕i∈IH0(LiRCT •)
∼= ⊕i∈IHomD(CM)((T •)∗,  Li),
ence (T •)∗ is compact.
emma  3.2.  Suppose  X  is  a small  right  C-comodule.
hen X  is  ﬁnite  dimensional.
roof.  Suppose dimX  =∞. Then there is an infinite
equence {xi}i∈IN such that xi ∈ X  −  〈x1, .  . ., xi−1〉.
et Vi = 〈x1, . .  ., xi−1, xi〉 and fi the composition
i
p→Vi/Vi−1 gi→C, where gi(xi) /=  0 (C  is an injective
ogenerator). Then fj(xj) /=  0 and fj(xi) = 0 ∀i  < j. Let
 =
∑
i∈INVi and f : V  →  CIN the diagonal morphism.
hen f(V) ⊆  C(IN). If πn : C(IN) →  C  is the natural pro-
ection into the nth component, πnfn(xn) /=  0 ∀n  ∈  IN.
herefore there is ˆf  : M  →  C(IN) which extends f and
uch that Im ˆf  ⊆  Cm since M  is small. But this arrives
t a contradiction since ˆf  (xi) /=  0 for all i. 
emma  3.3.  Let  T• be  in  Db(MC) be  a tilting  complex.
hen  Ti are  ﬁnite  dimensional  for  all  i ∈  Z.
roof. We see that Ti is a small object in MC. Suppose
0• ≡  · · ·0 →  T 0 δ→T 1 →  ·  · ·  →  T n →  0·  ·  ·
nd let {Mk}k∈K an arbitrary family of right C-
omodules. We will prove that
omC(T 0,  ⊕k∈KMk) ∼= ⊕k∈KHomC(T 0, Mk).rsity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307 305
By an easy diagram argument, it is easy to see that is
enough to check that
HomC(T 0, ⊕k∈KE(Mk)) ∼= ⊕k∈KHomC(T 0,  E(Mk)),
where E(Mk) is the injective envelope of Mk. Then
HomC(T 0, ⊕k∈KE(Mk))
∼= HomD(MC)(T •,  ⊕k∈KE(Mk)[0])
∼= ⊕k∈KHomD(MC)(T •, E(Mk)[0])
∼= ⊕k∈KHomC(T 0,  E(Mk)).
By Lemma 3.2 T0 is finite dimensional.
Now
HomC(T 1/Imδ0,  ⊕k∈KE(Mk))
∼= HomD(MC)(T •,  ⊕k∈KE(Mk)[−1])
∼= ⊕k∈KHomD(MC)(T •, E(Mk)[−1])
∼= ⊕k∈KHomC(T 1/Imδ0, E(Mk)).
Hence T1/Imδ0 is finite dimensional and so T1 is too
(since Imδ0 = T0 is finite dimensional). Repeating this
procedure we get that Ti is finite dimensional for all i. 
Proposition  3.4.  If  there  is  a  tilting  complex  T• in
Db(MC),  then  C  has  a ﬁnite  number  of  non-isomorphic
simple comodules.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the socle serie
{socn(⊕iT i/Imδi−1)}n≥1 has only a finite number
of simple comodules and the serie stabilizes. We will
see that they are all the simple comodules in MC. Let S
be a simple right C-comodule which does not appear in
the socle serie of any Ti/Imδi−1. Then, for all i ∈ Z,
HomD(MC)(T •, E(S)[i]) ∼= HomK(MC)(T •,  E(S)[i])
∼= HomC(T i/Imδi−1,  E(S))
= 0
since in case HomC(Ti/Imδi−1, E(S)) /=  0, then it would
exist a non zero map from socm(Ti/Imδi−1) to E(S), for
some m  ≥  1, which is impossible by the assumption on S.
As T• generates the derived category we get that E(S) = 0,
a contradiction. 
Corollary  3.5.  If  C  is  right  semiperfect  and  Db(MC) is
triangulated equivalent  to  a bounded  derived  category  of
R-modules  for  some  ring  R,  then  C  is  ﬁnite  dimensional.
•Proof. By the hypothesis there is a tilting complex T in
Db(MC), it is precisely T• = F(R) where F  is the derived
equivalence. By Proposition 3.4 and the semiperfectness
of C  we get the result. 
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4.  Strong  derived  equivalences  of  comodules
In this section we introduce a special kind of derived
equivalences between categories of comodules which
will be more easy to describe. We will inspire in [3] for
the definition of strongly derived equivalence. For a -
equivalence we mean a triangulated equivalence between
triangulated categories.
For a coalgebra C, we say that a complex T• of
right C-comodules is coperfect if it bounded and the
components are finitely cogenerated injective right C-
comodules. We denote by coper(C) the full subcategory
of D(MC) formed by complexes quasi-isomorphic to
coperfect complexes
Deﬁnition  4.1.  Let C  be a coalgebras and T • ∈
D(MC). We will say that T• is a coperfect tilting complex
in D(MC) if:
(1) T• is coperfect.
(2) HomD(MC)(T •,  T •[n]) =  0 for n /=  0.
(3) The smallest full triangulated subcategory of
D(MC) containing T• and closed under direct sum-
mads is coper(C).
Deﬁnition  4.2.  Let C  and D  two k-coalgebras. We will
say that C  and D  are strongly derived equivalent if:
(a) D(MC) is -equivalent to D(MD) via F  :
D(MC) →  D(MD) and G  : D(MD) →  D(MC),
F ◦ G∼= Id, G  ◦  F∼= Id.
b) F(C) is a coperfect tilting complex in D(MD) and
EndD(MD)(F (C)) ∼= C∗.
(c) G(D) is a coperfect tilting complex in D(MC) and
EndD(MC)(G(D)) ∼= D∗.
Theorem  4.1.  If  C  and  D  are  strongly  derived  equiva-
lent, then  C* and  D* are  derived  equivalent  k-algebras.
Proof. By [7, p. 167, Theorem], it is enough to find an
object T • ∈  D(D∗M) quasi-isomorphic to a bounded
complex of finitely generated projective D*-modules
(i.e. a perfect complex of D*-modules) such that
HomD(D∗M)(T •,  T •[n]) =  0
for all n /=  0 and isomorphic to C* for n  = 0, and
such that the smallest full triangulated subcategory of
∗ •D(D M) containing T and closed under direct sum-
mands equals to perD* (the full subcategory of D(D∗M)
formed by complexes quasi-isomorphic to perfect com-
plexes).ersity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307
It is clear from the definition that F(C)* is isomorphic
to a bounded complex of finitely generated projective
D*-modules. Therefore
HomD(D∗M)(F (C)∗,  F (C)∗[n])
= HomK(D∗M)(F (C)∗,  F (C)∗[n])
=  Hn(Hom•D∗ ((F (C)∗,  F (C)∗))
∼= Hn(Hom•D∗ ((F (C),  F (C)))
where the last is an isomorphism by [3, Lemma 4]. But
Hn(Hom•D∗ ((F (C),  F (C)))
= Hn(Hom•D((F (C),  F (C)))
∼= HomD(MD)(F (C),  F (C)[n]).
Hence
HomD(D∗M)(F (C)∗,  F (C)∗[n]) =  0
for n /= 0 and EndD(D∗M)(F (C)∗) ∼= C∗.
Finally, let 〈F(C)*〉 be the smallest full triangulated
subcategory of D(D∗M) containing F(C)* and closed
under direct summands. To prove that 〈F(C)*〉 = perD*
it is enough to check that D* is in 〈F(C)*〉  (see
[7, p. 158, Proposition]). But this is easy since
D ∈ coperD  = 〈F(C)〉. 
Let T  ∈  MC be a tilting comodule of finite injec-
tive dimension over a conoetherian coalgebra C  and
D* = EndC*(T*). Suppose T  is finitely cogenerated. Then,
by [16, Proposition 5.2], T ∗ ∈  C∗M is a tilting module
of finite projective dimension. Hence we have a diagram
of bounded derived categories:
where F = RHomC*(T*, −), G  =  L(T ∗⊗D∗−), and
(L(T ∗⊗D∗−),  RHomC∗ (T ∗,  −))
are inverse equivalences of triangular categories by [17,
Theorem 2.1]. ThenG  =  RRatC(−) ◦  G  ◦ iD ∼= R(RatCL(T ∗⊗D∗−)).
Note that RiC = iC since the inclusion functor iC is exact.
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roposition  4.2.  The  functors  (G, F ) are  inverse  equiv-
lences of  triangulated  categories.
roof. We must to show that F (Db(MC)) ⊆  Db(MD)
nd G(Db(MD)) ⊆  Db(MC). We see that the compo-
ents F (X•)i are isomorphic to a D*-submodule of
omC*(T*, Hi(iX•)) for all X• ∈ Db(MC), where iX•
s an injective resolution of X•, whose terms are in MC
ince C  is conoetherian, see [18, Theorem 3.2]. Hence
e only have to prove that HomC∗ (T ∗,  L) ∈  MD for
very L  ∈  MC. But, since T* is a finitely generated
*
-module, T* = 〈t1, . .  ., tm〉, then annD∗ (ti) is a closed
nd cofinite ideal of D*. Hence for all f  ∈ HomC*(T*,
), ∩mi=1annD∗ (ti) ⊆  annD∗ (f  ), and so annD∗ (f  ) is also
losed and cofinite. Therefore HomC∗ (T ∗,  L) ∈  MD.
For G  the reasoning is similar to the above. 
orollary  4.3.  Let  M  be  a  (C  * −  D  *)-bimodule  such
hat
Hom(M,  −) : Db(C∗M) →  Db(D∗M)
s  an  equivalence  of  triangulated  categories  and  also
HomC∗ (M,  X•) ∈  Db(MD),  for  every  X• ∈ Db(MC).
Then ExtiC∗ (M,  N) ∈  MD for  every  N  ∈  MC and
 ≥  0.
roof.  Let iX•  be an injective resolution of X• ∈
b(C∗M). Given M  ∈ C∗MD∗ we have
HomC∗ (M,  X•) ∼= HomK(C∗M)(M,  iX•)
∼= H0(HomC∗ (M,  iX•)).
f N  is a right C-comodule then iN  is also an injec-
ive resolution of right C-comodules. Therefore,
HomC∗ (M,  N[j]) ∼= HomK(C∗M)(M[−j],  iN) ∼=
j(HomC∗ (M,  iN)) ∼= ExtjC∗ (M,  N).  
[rsity for Science 9 (2015) 298–307 307
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